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Introduction

with studies on glycolysis [1-4]. Rate constants
in these chemical kinetics models are calibrated
with concentrations profile data. This
calibration quantifies the interaction of the
enzymes with metabolites and cofactors. Since
that time there have been many chemical
kinetic models for metabolomics [5-9]. In the
present context, Karyote is a compartmented
hierarchical model [10, 11] that forms the basis
of the metabolic facet of the present
electrometabolomic model. However, Karyote
does not account for charged species which
play pivotal roles in cellular activities. The
transport of these charged species affect and
are affected by the membrane potential, and
since there are many systems where membrane
potentials have been measured, the next logical
step in the evolution of cell modeling is
electrometabolomic modeling, i.e. coupling of
metabolomic phenomena with electrophysiological ones.

The coupling of electrophysiological and
metabolic processes underlies many cellular
phenomena. While there are many cell models
that account for biochemistry, membrane
potential, membrane transport processes and
other cellular processes, there is a need for a
simulator that accounts for all these processes
and their coupling along with general
stoichiometry and transport rate laws.
Furthermore, a model is needed that takes into
consideration the hierarchical structure of
Eukaryotic cells, i.e., compartments within
compartments. We begin with a brief overview
of cellular metabolomic modeling followed by a
presentation of bioelectrochemical modeling,
and then present a formalism for
electrometabolomic modeling.
Metabolomic Modeling
The metabolome is a network of biochemical
reactions where outputs from one reaction are
inputs to others. Metabolomic modeling started

Importance of Membrane Potentials and
Availability of Experimental Data
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Membrane potentials are the single most
important aspect of electrophysiological
modeling. Membrane potential is involved in a
vast array of metabolic activities from nutrients
transport to cell motility and cognitive
processes. Electrical potentials are known to
play a key role in early development at the
single cell stage [12] and even during late
development and adult behavior [13]. Thus, in a
broad spectrum of processes from development
to metabolism, the electrical aspect of cellular
behavior must be considered.

opportunity to develop and validate an electrometabolomic model.
Brief Review of Bioelectrochemical Modeling
Bernstein proposed the first quantitative
formulation for the origin of bioelectric
potentials in terms of the behavior of
electrolytic solutions [30, 31]. The theory was
advanced and put on firmer basis by Goldman
[32] who solved the Nernst -Planck equation for
a biological membrane by assuming a constant
electrical field. According to this development,
the flux of each ion across a membrane
depends only on the permeability, the
membrane potential, and the aqueous
concentration of that ion on both sides of the
membrane. The flux of each ion was taken to
be independent of interionic interactions. The
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz, GHK, formula for the
membrane potential was derived. This equation
does not hold for membranes wherein ion
pumps and other transmembrane processes are
active.

Membrane potentials were traditionally
measured with electrodes, but NMR has also
been used in an indirect approach that has the
advantage of being applicable to small cells or
intracellular compartments [14, 15]. Another
method is to use the distribution of permeant
ions, namely radiolabeled ions, to assess the
potential across a membrane [16].
Membrane potentials have been measured in
such a variety of systems that they may be
considered a universal feature of cell behavior.
While they are well-known in nerve cells, they
have been observed in the following cell types
(a list that is meant to be suggestive rather than
comprehensive):
















Hodgkin and Huxley applied these concepts to
the study of signal propagation in the squid
axon. The Hodgkin-Huxley (H-H) model is a set
of non-linear differential equations that
approximate the electrical characteristics of
excitable cells such as neurons and cardiac
myocytes [33,34]. Most bioelectrochemical
models are extensions of the H-H model [35].

Trypanosoma brucei [17]
Human Atrial Cells [18]
Human Red Blood Cells [19]
Glial Cells [20]
YeastSpheroplasts [21]
Paramecium Cilia [21]
Escherichia coli Gial Cells [21]
Neutrophils [22]
Squid Schwann Cells [23]
Rat Melanotroph [24]
Pulmonary Arterial Smooth Muscle Cells [25]
CNS Myelinated Axons [26]
Outer Hair Cells [27]
Mouse Embryonic Ventricular Myocytes [28]
Rabbit Coronary Arterial Cells [29]

Electrometabolomic Modeling
More comprehensive modeling of electrometabolomic phenomena involves several
challenges. Even local deviations from charge
neutrality cause large Coulomb forces. Thus,
only complete biochemical reactions, i.e. those
that balance charge, should be used. Many
cofactors that are necessary for intracellular
enzyme-catalyzed reactions and signaling
processes are ions such as Mg2+and Ca2+. The
transport of these ions across the membrane
affects and is affected by the membrane
potential, which therefore must be accounted
for. Thereby, the electrophysiological processes
are coupled to biochemical ones. For example,

The availability of measured potentials in
different biochemical systems provides an
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passive and active transport of ions across
membrane potentials affect pH which mediate
many intracellular biochemical reactions.

transport formalism. This formalism therefore
generates a more comprehensive and selfconsistent approach that accounts for the many
scales on which the spectrum of processes
operate.

The model presented here is built on a
formalism for simulating coupled electrophysiological-metabolic intracellular processes.
Specifically, we use equations to describe
chemical kinetic/electrophysiological processes.
These equations are implemented as a cell
simulator
using
multiscale
numerical
techniques. The approach is demonstrated via
application to a microbial fuel cell powered by
Geobacter sulfurreducens feeding on acetate
anaerobically, and for microbes in the
subsurface using oxidized mineral grains as the
electron receptor.

Materials and methods
Formalism
Compartmentalized Reaction-Transport Model
The cell is divided into Nc compartments labeled
α = 1, ··· Nc. There are molecular species labeled
i = 1, ··· N; ciα and [species i ]α denote the
concentration and activity of species i in
compartment  , respectively. Concentrations
and electrical potentials are taken to be
spatially uniform within a given compartment
(except for a thin boundary layer as discussed
below). Conservation of mass implies

Micron and nanometer scale systems present
special requirements for reaction-transport
theory due to the interplay of Debye layers with
larger scale features. For example, processes
along and across the nanoscale Debye layer
affect the micron-scale dynamics such as
bacterial metabolomics or the exchange of
charged molecules with the surroundings and
across the interior of the system. The objective
of this study is to present a mathematical
framework for modeling these important
systems
that
overcome
computational
difficulties imposed by the billions of atoms
involved. Thus, we fill a gap between all-atom
and macroscopic theory.

where
= charge-neutral flux of i from ' to
 (see below for further definition)
A /  = area of membrane separating 



from '
= volume of 

Wk = rate of reaction k in 

 ik = stoichiometric coefficient of species
i for reaction k in  .

Strong Coulomb forces impose charge neutrality
in an electrolyte solution. Thus, in the interior
of a cell, charge neutrality is maintained in most
regions. The question arises as to the
distribution of molecules between the interior
of a compartment and a Debye layer located at
the surface of membranes defining the
compartment. Thus the transmembrane flux
must be split into a charge-neutral contribution
and one that represents exchange with the
Debye layers adjacent to the membranes that
divide
the
system
into
micron-scale
compartments. We address this and related
issues via a novel electrochemical reaction-

The rate Wk is taken to be in the form

Wk  Rk eYk


RT

 1


(2)

The reverse rate Rk is taken to be in the mass
action form while the affinity Yk is given by
N

Yk   ik i
i 1
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for electrochemical potential i . The
electrochemical potentials are written in the
form
(4)
i  io  RT ln ai  zi FV

N

 z c  0 ,
i 1

species i in  .The membrane flux J i /  is
divided
into
passive
and
deviatoric
contributions:
.
J i /   hi   Ei    J iact
(5)
 / 

' to  . In vector form

for permeability hi   , and equilibrium factor

is the electrical

flux from ' to  . A modified flux
is
defined to be the flux of species i that is
transferred from the interior of  ' to that of  ,
and therefore does not transfer net charge.
With this, the charge-neutral flux is given by

Ei   that vanishes with i  i  ; Ei   is
given by





(8)

is maintained (as can be shown via an
asymptotic analysis of the continuum coupled
reaction-transport-Poisson equations [37]).
When ions emerge from one side of a
membrane, they have one of two destinations:
the charged boundary layer or the chargeneutral compartment interior. Recall J i /  is
the total transmembrane flux of species i from

where io is the reference chemical potential of

 species i   species i  eqi  L 


Ei    qi   
qi   L  

1

e


i i

(6)

where

qi    Fzi V  V   L   RT
F = Faraday's constant
zi  Valence of i

(7)
Here zmob,   is the vector of valences of the
species that can transfer between compartment
  and  . Note that zmob,   and J /  have N

V  Electrical potential in 
L    Thickness of the membrane

components such that the components for the
species that cannot traverse the  
membrane are zero. It can be verified that

separating  and  

(i.e. the current due to the chargeneutral flux of the ionic species able to traverse

This passive flux law is obtained by solving the
Nernst-Planck equation assuming the electrical
field is constant within the membrane [36]. The
formula for Ei   reduces to that used earlier

the   membrane is zero). Hence,
is the
correct flux to use in the equation for mass
conservation (Eqn.1) adding the mass transfer
to the interior zone beyond the charged
boundary layer. This guarantees that if
z  c  0 initially in all compartments then it
will remain so always.

.
for uncharged molecular species [10]. J iact
is
 / 

the contribution to the flux arising from active
processes.
Electrophysiological Model
Consider a physical picture wherein a
compartment is divided into the interior
domain and a thin charged layer along the
surface of the surrounding membrane. Within a
compartment interior, charge neutrality,

Consider the charging of the boundary layers
surrounding a membrane. From the above,
F A /  z  J  /  is the net electrical current into

 from ' . If     is the charge/area on the
 side of the ' membrane, then
40
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         ; this follows because strong

of ions across a membrane up a chemical
potential gradient. They also may introduce
highly nonlinear passive transport laws that
imply favored directions for selected molecules
(i.e., import or export) for a given internal
compartment where they participate in
particular reactions. Another group of
membrane-bound macromolecules mediate
processes wherein reactants on one side of a
membrane yield products on the other. An
example of such a macromolecule is the
enzyme glycerol-3-phosphate oxidase that is
embedded in mitochondrial membranes [38]. In
summary, selective and nonlinear membrane
processes play a central role in creating and
maintaining
the
viability
and
spatial
organization of a cell. It is now shown how
these membrane reaction and transport
processes are accounted for in the present
compartmentalized cell model.

Coulomb forces ensure that the oppositely
charged layers on either side of the  '
membrane balance (otherwise the boundary
charge would redistribute to ensure this
balance). With this, conservation of charge
implies

 A  z  J     A 
 
'

/ 

/ 

d   

/ 

'

dt

(10)

Assuming that capacitance C   relates the
membrane potential V   ( V    V  V  ),
yields
F  A /  z  J  /  
' 

 A  C 
 
'

/ 

dV  


dt

(11)

This constitutes a set of coupled differential
equations for the potentials V in each
compartment. Thus, we arrive at a set of N+1
equations for the N+1variables in each
compartment. The convention that the
potential is zero in the medium in which the
system
is
immersed
completes
the
electrophysiological model.

The pumping of ions and other active transport
across a membrane illustrates how such
processes are accounted for in our
transmembrane reaction formulation. Consider
a process in a membrane separating
compartments  and ' such that for each of
the N species
N

    species i in     species i in '   0. (12)

It might be stated that charge-preserving
exchanges of ions between the charge
boundary layer and the compartments interior
could take place. For example, Ca2+ could
exchange with two Na+ or a Mg2+ and this is not
accounted for. However, the boundary layer is
only the thickness of the Debye length (a few
angstroms) and thereby its contribution to
overall mass bookkeeping for a given
compartment is not significant. The above
partitioning of charge does keep track of the
net charge in these layers and thus the
membrane potential is properly computed.

i 1

i



i



The stoichiometric coefficients i   and 
i  
are defined as follows. If i    0 then i   itype molecules appear in compartment  ; if
i    0 then i   i-type molecules are
removed from compartment  as a result of
this process. The 
terms are similar except
i  

for i-type molecules in compartment ' . As an
example, consider a proton pump for a
membrane separating a mitochondrion from
the cytosol:

Trans-Membrane Process Rates
Macromolecules embedded in membranes play
a central role in the functioning of a cell. Some
of these macromolecules mediate the pumping

H+ (cyto) + ATP4 - (cyto)  H+ (mito)  ADP3 (cyto)  Pi (cyto)
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bloodstream form of Trypanosoma brucei, the
causative agent of sleeping sickness. An input
file must be generated that contains all the
biochemical, geometrical, and transport
information needed to specialize the simulation
for the cellular system of interest. When the
reaction network , transport and reaction rate
data are known, errors are in the micromolar
range. [35]. More detailed descriptions of the
simulations along with input and output files
are provided elsewhere [35]. Simulation times
are characteristic of the specific system being
modeled and run times are typically one CPU
hour for a 30-hour biological simulation
involving hundreds of species and a half-dozen
compartments. To address the typically wide
separation of time scales, the DVODE stiff solver
is used [39- 44].

where Pi is inorganic phosphate. Thus, we have

H

+

cyto mito

 -1, 
 1, ATP4 cyto mito  -1
H+ cyto mito

, ADP3 cyto mito   Pi cyto mito  1 .With this, the flux

J cyto / mito takes the form

J cyto/mito  k[H+ ]cyto [ATP4- ]cyto

(14)

for rate coefficient k. The process has been
assumed to be irreversible and, for simplicity,
[] implies concentration here. More general
process rate laws can also be used, e.g.,
J  /   k

 [species

 j   0

 j

j ]



 [species

j   0



j ]  j 

(15)

With this, the system evolves via



Results



dc
 i  A /  i   J
 /   other terms (16)
dt

Geobacter in the Environment
Prokaryotic cells are used in this and the
following section to demonstrate electrometabolomic modeling. Observed phenomena
exhibited by such cells include the following:

A common cellular feature is a Na+/K+ -exchange
pump. For example, consider the process
3 Na  ( )  2 K + (' )  ATP4- ( )  2 K  ( )  3 N a  (' )  ADP3- ( )  Pi  ( )

(17)






Membrane potentials
Active and passive transmembrane fluxes
Internal biochemical reactions
Processes involving reactions and products
on both sides of the membrane
 Precipitation of organic particles within the
cell for internal substrate storage
 Transfer of electrons from the interior to
reduce
oxidized
minerals
in
the
surroundings

In this case, the flux law becomes

J /    k[Na  ]3 [K  ]2  [ATP4- ]

(18)

The rate coefficients depend on the number of
pump macromolecules per membrane area.
Algorithm and Computational Approach
The governing equations presented above are
solved numerically using Fortran codes
constructed by the authors [35]. The resulted
cell simulator accounts for general reaction
stoichiometry, both for the bulk medium and
transmembrane processes. The implementation
is hierarchical, i.e. compartments within
compartments are allowed, and all possible
connectivities between compartments are
accounted for. The simulator is validated and
calibrated using experimental data for the

The objective of this section is to demonstrate
that the methodology of the previous section
integrates all such processes into a selfconsistent electrometabolomic model. We
illustrate how the interaction of a bacterium
with oxidized mineral grains in the surroundings
and a source of reduced organic molecules can
drive ATP-production and energy storage
processes fundamental to the functioning of
these cells.
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The system is divided into three compartments:
surroundings (sur), interior zone (int), and the
intermembrane space between the interior
zone and the outer membrane of the microbe
(ims).

surroundings, are shown in Figure 1. Predicted
membrane potentials are within the same order
of magnitude as those reported for similar
organisms at comparable external pH condition
[61]. The initial potential transient occurs on a
short timescale because the overall capacitance
of the bacterium (i.e., capacitance/surface area
times surface area) is small due to the small size
of a bacterium. This is short in contrast to the
typical response time of a mammalian cell,
which is on the millisecond timescale.

The reactions and the compartments in which
they are operating are as follows:

Geobacter Fuel Cell: An Electrometabolomic
Circuit
The presentation of the electrometabolomic
network below is organized by following the
current and mass flows around the biofuel cell
of Figure 2. A definition of the variables used is
in Tables 1 and 2.
Redox Intercompartmental Reaction
The redox process driving the fuel cell is cast as
a transcompartmental reaction that is taken to
be the summary (stoichiometric) reaction
Ac (cyt)  2(H2O) (cyt)  2(CO2 ) (cyt)  8e (be)  7H (cyt) (32)

Implicit in this process (Eqn.32) is the
assumption that anodic electron transfer is
rapid relative to the rate of the redox process,
i.e. the latter is rate limiting. Although there
may be situations where the anodic electron
transfer is rate limiting, such situations will, for
the most part, be contingent upon the degree
of polarizability of the cathode used. The
current computed as a result of this process can
be considered a maximum current that can be
generated from the oxidation of acetate.

Initial data are provided in Tables 3 and 4. The
algorithm and computational approach used
are described in the Materials and Methods
Section. Acetate permeability was taken to be
unidirectional. A proton pump as described in
equation 26 drives the interior negative relative
to the surroundings. Total phosphate in the
interior was conserved (i.e., the permeability of
phosphate-bearing species was taken to be 0).
The transport asymmetry and acetate storage is
likely a natural evolutionary adaptation in the
minimal subsurface survival conditions that
favored Geobacter [45]. Resulting simulated
electrical potentials in the inter membrane
space and in the cell interior, relative to the

Electrode-to-Electrode Electron Transfer
This process accounts for the transfer of
electrons from the bioelectrode to the
reference electrode through the application
device, represented by the resistor R of Figure
2, i.e.
As the electrons reside near the surface of the
electrodes, this is a surface-to-surface process
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Figure 1. (left) Membrane potentials for the interior and intermembrane space. The interior potential is measured relative to the
intermembrane space. The membrane potential of the outer membrane is that of the intermembrane space minus that of the external
medium. These values are on the order of magnitude of those observed [61]. (Left) Full time course showing establishment of a steady state,
and (Right) expanded plot resolving initial transient that takes place on the 50 microsecond timescale due to the low capacitance of the overall
bacterial outer membrane.

Figure 2. Schematic microbial fuel cell circuit diagram.

Table 1. Definition of Variables

Variable
Vα
[species i] α
ciα
r, R
Ω α, A α/ α'
C α/ α'
F
β

Definition
Electrical potential in compartment α
Activity of molecular component i in compartment α
Molar concentration of molecular component i in compartment α
Resistance of the nanowires and application, respectively (Figure 2)
Volume of compartment α, surface area between compartment α and α'
Capacitance of membrane separating α and α'
Equilibrium constant for process
Faraday’s constant
F/RgT for gas constant Rg, absolute temperature T.
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Table 2. Abbreviations indicate the compartment (spatial zone) in which a variable is relevant.

Abbreviation
be, bs
re, rs
int
PEM
Ims

Definition
Bio-Electrode, Bio-Solution
Reference Electrode, Reference Solution
Interior zone within a microbe
Protein Exchange Membrane between the bio- and reference solutions
Intermembrane space

Table 3. Experimental Values Used In The Calibration Of Parameters Found In Table 4(except for the radius and height for which references
are provided). Geobacter sulfurreducens morphology was assumed to be cylindrical [60]. Since the current is between the two electrodes, we
give the reference electrode a value of zero so that the difference can be the reported value for the 5mM-acetate injection experiment [46].
Assumed total Cation/Anion species represent counterbalancing non-permeating ions.

Species/Current
K+
Cation
Anion

Biosolution
(M)
0.00334
81.66E-03
85.000158489E-3

Bioelectrode
(mA)
_________
_________
__________

Reference solution
(M)
0.00134
57.86E-03
61.200158489E-3

AcH+
Current

0.005
___________ 0.0
1.58489E-07
_______________ 0.4
_______________

Reference Electrode
(M)
______________
_______________
______________
______________
1.58489E-07
0.

Table 4. Calibrated And Literature Parameters Used For Geobacter sulfurreducens Physiology. We used the radius and the height to obtain
approximated area and volume assuming cylindrical morphology [60]; then we calibrated the area and volume based on the experiment of
Bond and Lovley [46]

Parameters
Single cell radius
Single cell height
Total surface area between microbes and biosolution
Total surface area between microbes and bioelectrode
Volume of biosolution
Intramicrobial storage reaction
Kstorage (rate constant for the storage reaction)
Qstorage (equilibrium constant for storage reaction)
Transcompartmental Reaction #1

G. sulfurreducens (µm, dm2, nm2, mL, S-1,
L3mmol-2S-1, L5mmol-4S-1)
0.5 [65]
0.5 [65]
0.459
78.54
19.6345409
Ac- Ac*
10
1000
+
Ac-cyt  2H2Ocyt  2COcyt  7Hcyt
 8e-be

Ktrans1 (rate constant for transcompartmental reaction 1.0 EA
#1)
Qtrans1
(equilibrium
constant
for 5.0 1014
transcompartmental reaction #1)
Transcompartmental Reaction #2
2e-re  2H+rs  O2,rs  H2O2



-10

Ktrans2 (rate constant for transcompartmental reaction 1.0 X 10
#2)
Qtrans2
(equilibrium
constant
for 1.0 X 1035
transcompartmental reaction #2)
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(as clarified further below).
Reference Electrode Surface Reaction
Charge is transferred between the reference
electrode and the electrolytes via a
transcompartmental reaction

The last term is the net rate of change in the
number of moles of i in  due to all reactions
in the compartment interior. The surface area
separating compartment  from   is A /  ,


J i /  is the charge neutral flux of component i
form   to  ,  and is the volume of

As with the redox process within the microbe,
we adopt a simplified summary reaction.

compartment  . Let bracketed quantities be
electrochemical activities while ci is the molar
concentration of component i compartment  .
With the processes presented above, we have

Proton Transfer
This circuit element represents the electrodiffusive flux of protons from the bio-solution to
the reference solution via the cation exchange
membrane separating these two solutions:

cyt

dAc-cyt
dt





 Aint/ bs hAc-  Ac-    Ac-   Abe/ intW1
bs
cyt

(38)

where Abe/int represents the cross-section area
of the contact between the nanowire and the
redox compartment plus that of any other form
of contact transferring electrons between
Geobacter sulfurreducens and the anode;
moreover,

It may be possible for other ions and oxygen to
diffuse through the membrane; an undesirable
effect of the diffusion of oxygen through the
membrane is the decrease in current
production of the microbial fuel cell as oxygen
can compete with the anode as the final
electron acceptor [46]. This effect can be
accounted for via the Coulombic efficiency of
the fuel cell.

 V V 
W1  k1  Ac-  e be cyt

(39)

The concentration of water is assumed
constant, hence is absorbed in the rate
coefficient k1 . Note that W1 is a rate of electron
transfer from the cytoplasm to the bio-solution.
The following equations complete the bioelectrochemical model:

Microbe/Bio-solution Exchange
In the present minimal network, H+, K+ and Acare exchanged across the microbial membrane
via the passive processes

Cre rs

These processes are taken to be driven by
electrochemical potential differences.

V V
d
Vre  Vrs   Are / rsW2  re be ,

dt
FR
2

2

W2  k2 e-  H+  O2 
re
rs
rs

Bio-electrochemical Reaction-Transport
Equations
For component i in compartment  ,
conservation of mass implies

rs

(40a)

 Z  Vbs
 Z  Vrs 
dH rs

 2 Ars/ reW2  APEM hPEM   H +  e Hrs   H +  e Hrs 
bs
rs
dt



(40b)
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there may be a voltage difference between the
bio-electrode and the bio-solution. However,
we assume this potential to be negligible as
bacteria cover more 75% of the graphite
electrode surface [46]. Hence, the potential
difference between the interior of Geobacter
sulfurreducens and the bio-electrode is equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign to the
Geobacter sulfurreducens membrane potential.
Connectivity between the bio-electrode and
Geobacter sulfurreducens is established by the
different
electronic
transfer
modalities
mentioned above.

(40c)
Cm bs

d
Vm  Vbs   Am / bs F

dt 

Cbe m

d
Vbe  Vm   Abe/ mW1
dt

(40e)

Cre be

V V
d
Vre  Vbe   Are / beW1  re be

dt
FR

(40f)

Cbs rs

d
J Hbs / rs
Vbs  Vrs  
dt

z J
i

im / bs

(40d)

We introduce an additional compartment
whose voltage is zero and provides the oxygen
needed for the surface reaction producing
peroxide in the reference solution. This ground
compartment allows us to define the circuit’s
potential differences since only potential
gradients matter as opposed to absolute
potentials.

(40g)

Equations 40e, 40f and 40a describe electron
transfer form the bacteria to the anode, from
the anode to cathode, and from the cathode to
the oxygen in the reference solution. Equation
40g equates the current to charge the
membrane between bio- and reference
solutions to that part of the proton flux of
between these compartments contributing to
the boundary layer; this states that at steadystate the current to charge the separating
surface is zero, however the proton charge
neutral flux is not zero as seen from equation
40b. Equation 40d models the ionic flux
between the representative bacterium and biosolution while equations 40b and 40c follow the
temporal evolution of H+ concentration in the
reference
solution
and
bio-solution,
respectively.
In the asymptotic limit of zero capacitance the
differential equation describing the time course
of the potential difference between the two
electrodes is well approximated by Ohm’s law,
an algebraic equation relating the voltage to the
electrical current, i.e., Vre  Vbe  IR , where I is

Substrate Storage Granule
The fact that Geobacter sulfurreducens can
maintain current even when extracellular
acetate levels decrease below the detection
limit suggests that there is a mechanism by
which Geobacter sulfurreducens stores acetate
or an equivalent substrate internally during
times of acetate abundance in the
surroundings. The existence of a biochemical
storage mechanism is well established for
chemotrophic bacteria [47–51] that accumulate
massive intracellular stores of sudanophilic
granules [52]. These granules consist largely of
poly-β-hydroxybyturic acid, C4 H6O2 n [50]. A
biochemical storage mechanism has also been
discovered for photosynthetic bacteria. For
example, the photosynthetic bacterium
Rhodobacter sphaeroides stores energy by
creating a precipitate particle that is consumed
after sunset [53, 54]. This storage mechanism
has the advantage that a relatively insoluble
particle can maintain a constant (equilibrium)
intracellular substrate level over long periods of
time until they are dissolved; in contrast, if the

the current and R is the resistance of the
application.
However, this occurs continuously in our
formulation when the value of the capacitance
in equation 40f is taken to be small. In addition,
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acetate is dissolved in the cytoplasm, it would
induce a rapid, short-lived rate of oxidative
processing and not be available for later times
of starvation. We express this process via an
equivalent reversible reaction favoring the
production of the stored species. This could
explain the consistency in performance of
Geobacter sulfurreducens in the fuel cell even
long after acetate levels in the bio-solution are
undetectable. The existence of such a storage
mechanism for Geobacter sulfurreducens has
been suggested [55]. We have assumed
cytoplasmic unidirectional inward membrane
transport for acetate ions.

Our formalism is hierarchical, allowing
compartments within compartments as in
eukaryotic cells or cell aggregates.
The theory reveals the need to develop chargeconserving reaction networks. In contrast to
what is commonly presented in the
biochemistry literature, the charges of all
molecular species must be given and equations
charge balanced. Considering the number of
possible states of protonation and other
complexing, this is a challenge for selfconsistent
electrometabolomic
modeling.
Entropy methods show great promise in the
latter regard [56,57]. These methods allow for
the calibration of incomplete models using
uncertain data.

Discussion
Computer simulations of the equations of the
Materials and Methods section as modified for
the fuel cell circuit of Figure 2 are performed.
Selected results, together with the specific
external conditions are provided in Figures 3-6.
The range of electrical currents output by the
system, given these external conditions, is
consistent with those reported [46]. These
results suggest that an electrometabolomics
model could be used to optimize microbial fuel
cell performance.

The generality of our formalism makes it
applicable to many microbial systems (e.g.,
bacteria, eukaryotic cells, tissues) and to
subsystems
in
eukaryotic
cells
(e.g.,
mitochondria and the nucleus). The present
theory
with
multiplex
bioanalytical
experimental techniques will, we believe,
enable the modeling of many bioelectric
phenomena such as self-organized electrophoresis [58-60] or patterns of ionic currents
that arise in multicellular systems undergoing
development or wound healing [13]. With this,
we suggest that the present theory holds great
promise for attaining quantitative predictions of
electrometabolomic phenomena.

Systems consisting of compartments separated
by permeable membranes can exhibit complex
phenomena arising through the interplay of
reaction and transport processes mediated by
electrical forces. While strong electrostatic
forces constrain the charge density in the
interiors of the compartments to zero,
oppositely charged layers accumulate on each
side of the compartment- defining membranes
to create transmembrane potentials that
mediate the exchange of ions between
compartments. A key element of our theory is
the partitioning of the transmembrane flux into
a component that charges the layer near the
membrane surface, and a charge-neutral one
that adds to/subtracts from the bulk within the
compartments. As the compartment interiors
are charge-neutral, the latter component of the
membrane flux must not transport net charge.

The two applications considered in this study
illustrate
the
potential
for
using
electrometabolomic modeling to analyze
complex natural and engineered systems. As
our simulator is implemented in a hierarchical
fashion
(i.e.
compartments
within
compartments) it holds great promise for use as
an electrometabolomic tissue or organ
simulator. This would enable the simulation of
developmental phenomena in multicellular
systems [13].
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